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THE JOURNAL
Rupert Merriweather’s Journal
This prop document is designed for use with the introductory adventure “The Edge of
Darkness,” by Kieth Herber included in the Call of Cthulhu game rulebook, published
by Chaosium, Inc. It could, of course, be used for other adventures as well.
This document, once printed and assembled is the “handwritten” journal of Rupert
Merriweather, with entries dated June 1881 to March of 1882. The journal, bound in
plain black leather, tells of a group of friends, playfully calling themselves the ‘Dark
Brotherhood,’ and their experiements with the occult.
Prop Includes:
“DARKNESS” PAPERS #1 - Pages 12-16
“DARKNESS” PAPERS #3 - Page 18

This GEEDUNK Prop Document is for
entertainment purposes only. It is intended
for personal use in role playing games, and
you are free to customize and print copies for
such purposes. Any commercial or illegal use
of this digital file or the prop you can make from it is entirely prohibited.
This instruction page, fonts, and some layout and graphic elements
within the prop document itself are ©2010 by HPLHS Inc. and are used
with explicit permission. HPLHS elements are licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-as/3.0/us/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite
300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA. For other HPLHS fonts and prop
documents, visit the HPLHS website at www.cthulhulives.org.
GEEDUNK Props is property of Michael Fanara ©2010 by Little Ferret
Films. All Rights Reserved. If you have any questions regarding this prop,
please ask them: little.ferret.films@gmail.com. Little Ferret Films is a friend
of the HPLHS, but they are separate organizations.

To Assemble Cover:

Print this page to use as the template for the cardboard inserts of the cover.
Cut at the black lines of the rectangle. You will need two cut-outs of cardboard to
complete the diary.
Print cover wrapper on white or off-white paper. Cut off white margins. Use a
straight pin or thumbtack to poke small holes in the paper where the small white
dots appear.
Glue cardboard rectangles to back of cover wrapper, using poked holes as guide for
placement.
Fold over corners at 45° angle and glue in place. Fold over edges and glue down,
making stiff faux leather cover as shown above.

To Assemble Pages:

Print journal pages on off-white or cream paper. Print page 2, the Journal’s title
page single-sided. The rest of the pages are meant to be printed on both
sides of the paper. Print pages 3-15 odd pages only; then reinsert paper
into printer and print even pages only (so page 4 is on the back of page 3,
page 8 is on the back of page 7, etc.). To complete this prop you will also
need a blank sheet of the paper used to print the other pages on. This will
be used later.
Score the center of each page evenly, so that they fold in half evenly.
Starting with the blank sheet, which will act as the inside cover of the book,
followed by the Title Page; put pages in correct order. Sew, if possible, or
staple the pages together at the spine. Fold pages to form booklet insert.
Glue first (blank pages) of booklet to inside front cover, leaving approximately 1/2
inches along the top, bottom, and left sides, as shown above.
Fold cover closed around booklet to determine proper placement. When
placement is correct, glue back of the spine: there should be some free play
in the spine of the finished diary.
Glue Darkness Paper #2 (Newspaper clipping) under Marion Allen’s name - page 11.

To Customize:

Print multiples of the blank journal page found on page 21 of this document to
print your own journal and handwrite Rupert’s notes in yourself for a more authentic
look. A real or faux leather cover could also be used when binding the book.
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June,1881
I still can’t beleive we are actually doing
this. Today we finalized the p urchase of
an old farmhousee outside Ross’s Corners;
a p lace where Marion suggests we can
conduct our “exp eriments” in p rivate.
Harold heartedly agrees as does Robert.
This should be a harmless adventure.
The farmhouse p urchase is final now.
We had to rep resent ourselves as a literary
fraternity in order to seal the deal with
the broker in Arkham.
The adventure continues...

October, 1881
All Hallows Eve - We p rep ared ourselves
for a summoning on the darkest day of magick
of the year. We inscribed a p entagram inside
a circle in chalk on the center of the floor
in the living room and lit candles at each
p oint of the p entagram. We all sat crosslegged as Marion attemp ted, what he said
was an old Indian chant used to commune
with the sp irits of the dead.
A cold breeze blew a shudder door op en
and blew out half of the candles.
We relit them and tried again, but with
no success.

March, 1881
We began the ceremony as Marion
instructed, according to that describbed
in his book De Vermiis Mysteriis.
A fire is set in the fireplace and a
pentagram chalked on the floor, marked
with the appropriate symbols and illuminated
by two black tapers placed near the center
flanking the piece of amber with its
entrapped spirit. The others sit in a circle
while I, the designated “watcher” who
guards for malevolent spirits, sits in the
far corner of the room.
Marion throws a handful of powder
in the fire, producing and evil-smelling
smoke and dampening the flames which now
now burn a sputtering green and brown.
Those seated begin the Latin
chant Marion Allen has
transcribed from his book.

its effectiveness. Releasing that binding
symbol, the thing - with a scrach that
could only have been unholy satisfaction fled the house, disapp earing out the window
as a roaring, screaming wind of boiling colors.
Marion believes that the thing could
still be destroyed, or at least disp elled,
but none of us who remain, have the
stomach for such an undertaking. It is
believed that the sp ell we cast inextricably
binds the thing to the house and it is true
that when we went back a few days later
to retrieve our things, we heard it bump ing
about the attic over our heads. The warding
sig ns so chearfully carved by Marion Allen
during better times - times that seem so
long ago - app arently our effective and bar
the thing entry excep t to the attic
of the house.

It has taken us several weeks but
we have cleaned and furnished the old
farmhouse. Crawford and Cecil did most
of the p ainting. Robert and I laughed as
Marion made such a fuss over carving
sp ecial warding sig ns of p rotection over the
wooden doors and windows - All of them.
I thought he was going to throttle Robert
for laughing at this so much.

After nearly two hours I see
a trail of smoke circling up from the p iece
of amber. Its surface seems to be
bubbling, melting. Could this be it?
Have we finally achieved success?
I can see a form It is the following day. We have
finished with our p lans and have sworn a
p act to never sp eak of what happ ened last
nig ht. We have satisfactorily exp lained the
death of Robert, and in some manner
the madness of Harold.
The sheriff accep ts the exp lanation of a
carriage accident - we p lanned it well.
Robert’s neck was broken in the fall,we
told him. Harold struck his head on a rock
rock when the horse’s leg broke and the

Robert Menkin, March 1882
Harold Cop ley, August 1882
Marion Allen, August 1883

Crawford Harris, January
Cecil Jones, March 1924
Rup ert Merriweather −

1915

Ap ril,1881
Our Dark Brotherhood has conviened its first meeting! This entry is
to Let it be known that our brotherhood
consists of the following founding
members :
President and founder,
Marion Allen,
Recording Secretary,
Rup ert Merriweather.

Other members are as follows:
Harold Cop ley,
Crawford Harris,
Cecil Jones,
Robert Menkin.

July, 1881
We arranged for a seance in an effort
to contact the deceased former owners of
the farmhouse. We p laced candles in a
circle around us and at the stroke of
midnig ht began to chant some incantation,
Marion swore was authentic. Our efforts
were in vain as Harold continued to giggle
and Marion grew ever more discontent
and imp atient with such antics.

February, 1882
We may be close this time.
Marion writes that he has acquired an
artifact, purportedly Egyptian in nature.
It is described as a small sarcophagus
of gold with a hinged lid.
Inside there is a large piece of amber
entrapped specimen of some unknown
species of creature. It appears to be
an anthropod. Allen is quite excited.
The box is bizarely similar to the
discription of an occult item found in
a reference volume in the Miskatonic
University Library. I believe he found
it under Egyptology and Dead Gods.
This is very promising indeed!

carriage rolled. Would it be that it was
only that. For the rest of us, we will
be forever changed of what we exp erienced
that nig ht. The thing formed in the center
of the p entagram, shap eless, nearly invisible.
Its terrible voice should have given us a
clue but we were foolish. It sp oke, then
Marion cast that damned p owder on the
sp irit, the Dust of Ibn-Ghazi he calls it,
and that’s when we could see it.
Words cannot describe the faceless thing with
a thousand maws. It roiled and bubbled,
never fully revealing itself. So Terrifying
was its asp ect that I sat as though frozen
to the floor, the p en falling from my
nerveless fingers. Cecil and Marion seemed
as lifeless as I, while a short, sharp cry
issued from Crawford’s mouth.

Oct ober
I gravely fear that which Iand my collegues
have loosed up on this country side. Nothing of
consequence has yet takenp lace but with my
death thebonds will be broken and the thing
then freed to come and go as it p leases.
Lives andsouls not y ettasken already lie heavy
on myconscience. The method of delivering the
thing outof this world jsthat accursed house,the
translation made by Marion All en from the
horrid De Verm iis M ysteriis. I amnot strong
enough to take the task,but I know of those
w hop erhap s are.
Should they fail me,may God have mercy
on my Soul.

September, 1881
We have spent the past few
weekends at the farmhouse listening to
Marion read from his small collection of
books on the Occult. It has been
fascinating, but I almost wish the
Seaance had worked. Cecil said he felt
that we have come so far and commited
to these investigations that we should
delve a little deeper than we have.
For once Harold did not giggle or mock
Marion and I think Marion felt inspired
to do more that night as well.

Allen says that in another book, a thick
Latin tome titled ‘De Vermiis Mysteriis,’
is an exp lanation of some p urp orted p owers
of the box. More imp ortantly the small
animal trapp ed in the amber is said to
contain a friendly sp irit and guide to the
sp irit world.
The Brotherhood is
have set a date to
intended to summon
Saturday nig ht, the

in agreement and we
conduct a ceremony
the sp irit creature.
12th of March,1882.

Allen feels confident that this will
give us enough time to p rop erly p rep are
for the ritual using the Latin tome.

Robert, however, rose to his
feet and before anyone could
stop him, stepp ed forward as
though to embrace our horrible guest.
With its arms, or the app endages that
seemed most like arms, it took hold of
Robert and twisted his head around as
though it were a doll’s head. His lifeless
corp se was then thrown back in Harold’s lap
and that’s when he began that damnable
shrieking - the shrieking that hadn’t stopp ed
even after we handed him over to the
sheriff’s men.
We still had a chance, app arently.
Marion now believes that if we had kep t
our wits, we could have reversed the chant
and eventually forced back the creature to
where ever it came from. But Crawford
p anicked and, mistakenly believed it would
disp el the creature, reached forward and
destroyed p art of the p entagram, breaking
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